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Warwickshire Events
3 March

9.00
to
4.30

6 March

Bee Tradex
National Beekeeping Centre, Stoneleigh Park
Kenilworth, Warwickshire CV8 2LG
Social Meeting
Park House, Sutton Coldfield

Sutton
Coldfield

12 March

7.30

Branch Meeting
The Beekeepers Year, Keren Green
Methodist Hall, Blossomfield Road, Solihull
B91 1LG.

Solihull

12 March

7.30

Second Tuesday Meeting
The George Inn, Lower Brailes, OX15 5HN

Shipston

14 March

7.30

North Cotswold BKA Meeting
Adlestrop Village Hall, Gloucestershire GL56 0UN

Shipston

Branch Meeting
Erdington Church Centre

Sutton
Coldfield

15 March
17 March

10.00 Winterbourne Apiary Spring Clean

Birmingham

19 March

7.30

Branch Meeting
Beekeeping videos part 2
All Saints Church Hall, Rectory Lane,
Allesley, CV5 9EQ

Coventry

21 March

7.30

Branch Meeting
Swarm Collecting. Tales & advice from various
members with the experiences that count.
Friends Meeting House, Regent Street, Rugby

Rugby

24 March

10.00 Highbury Apiary Spring Clean

3 April

Social Meeting
Park House, Sutton Coldfield

13 to 15
April

Spring Convention
Harper Adams University, Newport Shropshire TF10
8NB

Birmingham
Sutton
Coldfield

16 April

7.30

Branch Meeting
Swarming Dynamics Clive Joyce
All Saints Church Hall, Rectory Lane,
Allesley, CV5 9EQ

Coventry

18 April

7.30

North Cotswold BKA Meeting
Adlestrop Village Hall, Gloucestershire GL56 0UN

Shipston

Nosema Clinic
Erdington Church Centre

Sutton
Coldfield

19 April
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As members of the WBKA you are welcome to attend any of the meetings
and events listed in the Warwickshire diary pages

From the Chairman
It is now almost two years since I became Chairman and it has been an eventful time
with quite a few changes being made, I hope for the better. At the AGM, David
Blower will take over as Chairman of a thriving Association. Many people have
helped and supported me in my role and I could not have done it without them, most
notably Mike Blanco and Jan Willetts, both of whom have been steady and reliable.
There have been many others who are just too numerous to mention, but a big
‘Thank you’ to you all.
One of the disappointments has been the lack of people in the County doing the
General Husbandry Assessment, despite the County having run several training
courses now. It is not an easy assessment but there are many County members who
would be able to pass it with a little effort. The number doing Modules also remains
low. Everyone who undertakes an exam or assessment says how much they learn
along the way. It is never wasted and it is not just about passing exams, it is about
improving your beekeeping knowledge and expertise. I would really like to see more
members getting involved in this aspect.
I hope I will see many of you at the County AGM, which will be held on Wednesday
March 28th at 7.30pm. We hope it will be at BBKA Headquarters at Stoneleigh but
there is a possibility that it may move. Full details will be available on the website,
including the Agenda and details of Propositions, so do check.
I trust you will all support David as he starts his two year term and that you will
consider whether you could do anything to help run the County Association.
Volunteers are always welcome and there are always plenty of things to do.

Celia F Davis

Bee Husbandry Day
A Bee Husbandry Day will be held at BBKA Headquarters at Stoneleigh on Saturday
19th May. It will be run by the Regional Bee Inspector, Colin Pavey, assisted by some
of the Seasonal Bee Inspectors. The cost will be £15 but you will receive free tea and
coffee, and a copy of the IBRA disease booklet, which is a very useful apiary tool.
You will need to bring your own lunch and clean protective gear plus clean boots. I
don’t have times yet, but it will be a full day event. There will be diseased combs
available for inspection, apiary demonstrations and a great deal of information from
the people at ‘the sharp end’. Numbers are limited and it is strictly a ‘first come, first
served’ system. If you are interested in coming, speak to your Branch Education
Co-ordinator in the first instance. And never mind the other unimportant events taking
place that day – you can watch the highlights of those later!

Celia F Davis
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Warwickshire News
Coventry & District
Branch

Birmingham & District
Branch

www.covbeebranch.co.uk
The timing of the copy date for this
months WB is such that we haven’t held
our AGM yet and so I will report on that
next month. There are a number of
important decisions to be made at the
Branch AGM, so I hope that we will see
a good turnout on the night.
The Beginner’s Weekend Course is in
full swing as I write and is taking place
at the newly refurbished BBKA
headquarters at Stoneleigh Park with
23 potential new beekeepers learning
the basics under the expert tutelage of
Dave Bonner, Stuart Pollard and Pete
Barclay. Amongst the students are
several employees of Coventry Building
Society who are aiming to set up an
apiary in the grounds of the Society’s
offices at Walsgrave over the course of
the year. Dave Bonner has put in a lot
of effort in liaising with them and has
already arranged a couple of lectures
for the staff who expressed an interest
in taking part in the project. We are
very fortunate to have such an
enthusiastic Master Beekeeper in our
ranks!

A Question of Reducing Waste.
The Question - after harvesting our
honey, what do we do with all of the
trace amounts of honey left on
equipment, cappings and honey that is
borderline ripe/unripe? Well, according
to our very own Noel Parker … we turn
it into alcohol or more accurately,
mead. This lead to a group of eight,
plus our intrepid leader, deciding to
embark on a journey of exploration and
discovery, with the hopeful end being a
sweet alcoholic drink - mead, and if not,
then quite possibly vinegar instead!
On Saturday the 3rd February we spent
half a day learning how to clean
cappings
before
combining
the
washings with enough extra honey for
the correct concentration to produce a
lovely mead. We learned about how to
take proper hydrometer readings,
prepare the yeast and add other
ingredients to get the fermentation
process going. At this point we were
also entrusted with the secret final
ingredient – Marmite. Yep, Marmite.
So we now all have a bucket of honey
water, fungus and additives to take
home to nurture which will hopefully
lead to what many of us enjoy – an
alcoholic drink. Although the journey
may well be a long one.
Was it worth it? Well apparently it takes
a couple of years to ferment and
mature – so it will be a little while before
we get to appreciate the fruits of our
labours (So, a bit of breathing room for
current mead producers at the Honey
Show... but new competitors are
coming soon). In terms of enjoyment
and learning I would say absolutely yes,
it has added another dimension to a
wonderfully diverse hobby.

Julia Barclay

Nuneaton & Atherstone
Branch
Following on from our AGM, members
were invited to bring along resources
that they had either constructed
themselves, or commercial resources
that they had found to be particularly
useful, for a “Show and Tell” session. A
range of goodies were on show and
included:
 A converter that was used to deepen
a standard National brood box to
enable Commercial brood frames to
be used;

Jonathan Hansford
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those risks. By the end of the second
day, eight members of the group were
planning to start beekeeping this year
and organising mentors, so the team
clearly settled their anxieties and wet
their appetites. We wish them well.
Margaret Holdsworth is organising a
study group shortly for Module 6; this
study group is open to any member who
has completed their Basic, please
contact Margaret should you want
further information.

 A complete National hive that a

member had constructed himself from
scratch;
 An adjustable stand to vary the tilt of
a tub of honey when filling jars and
 A selection of small resources that
included coloured drawing pins to
mark frames of particular interest for
future reference and coloured pens to
colour code hives as a reminder of
which ones might be used as a
source of brood to strengthen a weak
colony at the start of the season.
A further item was a commercial frame
holder to hook over the edge of a brood
box and support a frame that had been
removed from the box to give more
room for manipulating the remaining
frames. This item was held up by the
owner to be less than useful as it was
impractical to use, usually forgotten
and, unless sterilised between hives,
could be an instrument to spread
infections. I must confess that I too
possess such a device and it is still in
perfect condition, having remained,
unused, in my store for many years.
Ah well, back to scorching boxes and
processing wax in readiness for
exchange at the Spring Convention.
May your supers be full, your swarms
few and the Sun always shine on your
apiary.

Gail Plester
Shipston Branch

2018 started very well with a
microscopy workshop for 12 members
in Brailes village hall. County and
branch microscopes were available to
identify pollen grains in honey and
straight from the plant (hazel,
snowdrops and hellebore).
In February, about half the membership
attended the AGM again held at Brailes
Village Hall. Richard Cheney began his
second year as Chair with Tim
Newcombe elected as Chair elect and
Phil Mosley continuing as Treasurer.
We still need a Secretary and this post
might be divided into two or even three
to bring the workload down to match the
availability of a wider number of
members. If you think you could be part
of the team please contact Richard
Cheney or any of the other committee
members.
Chris Paxford stood down from the
committee as past Chair and we would
like to express our thanks for his
dedication to the branch. The meeting
was followed by a delicious buffet and a
very interesting talk on pollen by
Margaret Murdin who explained why
pollen is such an important component
to the colony. She also brought along,
hot
off
the
press,
educational
publications from the BBKA which were
purchased for the library and for use in
the training apiary.
Ian and Anne Merrivale plan to hand
the pub over to new tenants in the
coming months but have assured us the

John Twidle

Rugby Branch

The beginners course with 13 potential
beekeepers, which ran on the 3rd and
10th of February, was a great success.
Congratulations to the committee for
organising an excellent package and
presentation to the new recruits. As
always, a few individuals were daunted
by the prospect of potential swarms in
their neighbours gardens and visits by
government agencies if their bees were
unwell, but overall they were amazed to
hear of the honeybee lifecycle, their
incredible interactions and the sound
management of the bees by the
beekeepers, which aims to reduce
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training days for ‘Beyond the Basic’ at a
cost of £50 as well as a Bee Husbandry
day which will be run by the County
(£15 per person).
Following the meeting and the usual
cake (thank you Mandy) we were
treated to an interesting talk about ‘Bee
Cosies’ from our Hon Sec, Ian
Davidson. Ian had been inspired by a
county lecture by Derek Mitchell, who is
an engineer married to a beekeeper.
He had put his mind to the problems of
regulating temperature faced by bees in
a hive as opposed to wild bees which
live in trees with much thicker walls than
those of a standard National Hive. The
British National Hive was designed in
1946 to minimise post-war timber use,
and has walls which are 2cm thick.
Bees living wild in trees or other holes
are used to their walls being 10-15 cm!
With insulation (natural or man-made)
the bees will use less energy to keep
warm; less energy = less food = more
honey for the beekeeper. Conversely,
Ian pointed out that during a hot
summer (if we’re lucky) the bees also
use more energy keeping things cool.
Hot hives also attract wasps and Ian’s
point was that there is more likely to be
robbing if the guard bees are in a
cluster on air-conditioning duties.
Condensation in the hive is more of an
enemy than cold. Hives with thin walls
are more likely to suffer from this
problem. Bees need humidity; 60%
humidity for the eggs to hatch, 70% for
larvae to develop. If the humidity rises
above 90% the Varroa mites have
problems reproducing so it follows that
keeping a warm, humid hive is a winner
for your colonies.
Ian’s method of making Bee Cosies did
not involve any knitting either!
He
makes ‘collars’ of PIR insulation board
which fit around the hive quite snugly
and rest on wings attached to the floor.
It is important to maintain ventilation via
the floor. These collars are about 10cm
high and are slipped over the brood
chamber to rest on the wings. The rest
of the hive is then encased in a 5 sided

training apiary should be fine there for
this season. We would like to thank
Ian and Anne for their support for the
branch over the years. The meetings
however have transferred to The
George in Lower Brailes and will be
held on the second Monday of the
month at 7.30pm in the dining room and
we look forward to seeing you all there.

Margery Blower
Solihull Branch

The Branch AGM was held on Monday
12th February and was well attended.
Mark Robinson, the outgoing Chairman
gave a good report on the state of the
branch and thanked all those who have
helped to make our year such a
success. Our summer apiary meetings
are very popular and are regularly
attended by over 40 people. The new
apiary system works really well, with
members taking responsibility for
separate areas/roles, which means that
the apiary management team have less
responsibility on their shoulders.
Members of other groups have visited
the training apiary to see how it works
and are keen to implement something
similar for their meetings. The system
also accommodates several training
opportunities for members of varying
experience as well as beginners and
those who are completely new to
beekeeping.
The branch finances are healthy, with
more money coming in than going out
however, any future trips planned will
have to be self-funding as the branch
had to substantially subsidise the trip to
the National Honey Show.
Mark thanked the committee for all their
help and advice over the previous two
years and gratefully handed over to
Sarah Heath our new Chairwoman.
Mark was presented with flowers as a
token of thanks for his work by the
membership.
Seven members passed their Basic
Assessment in 2017 and certificates
were awarded by Celia Davis.
We were reminded that there will be two
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box made to fit over the roof and be
deep enough to fit down to the collar
ensuring there are no large air gaps. It
is also important to make sure all the
joints are water tight.
By using the cosies year round, Ian has
discovered that his bees produce more
honey than average as their energies
are used more effectively on their brood
rearing and honey making. I am sure
he would be willing to share his story
with anyone
interested in pursuing
some additional DIY skills.
Finally, we would like to extend the
congratulations
of
the
Solihull
membership to Suzanne Bennett, who
is a Solihull member, on being elected
to the Board of BBKA Trustees for a 3
year term, at the Annual Delegates
Meeting on 13th January 2018.

Chronicles of a Novice
Beekeeper
In terms of preparing my site, I’m more
behind than planned due to delays with
finding a strimmer. It’s not a practical
purchase for us as we can manage our
yard with pruning shears & a small
mower…& storage space for anything is
very limited.
The allotment informed me that they
had a strimmer for members to borrow,
but it was’t working at the moment.
They were hoping some of the men
would be able to fix it. After a couple
weeks waiting & hearing nothing, I
asked the members of my local
beekeepers association. Thankfully, one
member had a strimmer which he was
willing to lend me (I’m very grateful for
that). As a result, I am able to report
that I got the site cleared of brambles &
weeds! My husband was nearby to
provide encouragement & medical
support in the event I strimmed my legs
off. Thankfully, there were no such
issues.
The next step involves levelling the site
with gravel before placing concrete
slabs.
Regarding hives: I’m still not 100%
decided on which type to buy at Bee
Tradex...Poly vs Cedar. I’m going to
visit a beekeeper who has poly hives to
see how he’s gotten on with them.
Following this, I’m hoping to have more
clarity which hive type to choose.

Richard & Denise Grove
Sutton Coldfield &
North Birmingham
Branch

Book Sale - 18th January
It’s January so it’s time for the sales.
At the Sutton Branch, we sold of some
of the books that had been in the
association library. Many had not been
borrowed previously and not all were in
the best condition some were battered
and very worn, but the majority were in
good condition. The books dated from
the 1900's to the late 1990's and most
looked very dated. Some of the books,
gave no mention of the issues that face
modern beekeeper’s issues like Varroa,
alternatively honeybee biology hasn't
changed that much.
The sale bought in an extra £287 to the
association and has cleared some
space, perhaps for some newer books
or equipment. Not everything was sold
and the books that weren't will return to
the association library, perhaps for a
future sale.

Denali Enns

Jitesh Patel
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Agenda for the
138th ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
of the
WARWICKSHIRE BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION
Registered Charity no.500276
Wednesday 28nd March 2018
at 7.30 pm
The National Beekeeping Centre, Stoneleigh Park
1.
2.
3.
4.

Welcome and Apologies for absence
CD
Minutes of AGM held on 22rd March 2017
MB
Matters Arising
Reports: Chairman
CD
Secretary
MB
Treasurer
JW
Honey Show Secretary
DN
Exam Secretary
GG
National Honey Show
DN
BBKA Delegate
DN
Bee Diseases Insurance
BD
5. Appointment of independent examiner
JW
6. Propositions.
Proposed membership rates for 2019;
Full member WBKA £7.50; Partner member £3.00;
Junior member £2.50
JW
Proposal that the Constitution be amended as attached copy.
CD
Proposal on amendment to Honoraria for 2018
CD
7. Election of Trustees
CD
8. Election of officers: as attached list and handover of office

CD

9. Presentation of Certificates

DB

th

th

10. Date and place of 139 AGM: 20 March 2019 at NBC Stoneleigh
Close meeting
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Annual General Meeting
28th March 2018
Propositions
Dear members,
We have 3 propositions for consideration and voting on at the AGM on 28th
March 2018 and I have listed them here. Full details will be found on the
WBKA website. Please spend a few minutes to read them before the AGM.
1. Proposed membership rates for 2019;
Full member WBKA £7.50; Partner member £3.00; Junior member
£2.50.
The Trustees are recommending to the membership that the Charity
reduce the fee we charge to members by £2.00 (the other types of
membership are to remain the same). Each year the Trustees review
the Finances of the Charity and presently the Trustees recommend that
the reserves the Charity holds are sufficient to maintain it for the
foreseeable future, or until an EGM be called should the need arise. The
Charity reserves are in addition to Branch reserves, which are likewise
reviewed by your Branch Officers and noted at your AGM.
2. Proposal that the Constitution be amended.
On the web site, we have posted a paper on an amendment to the
Constitution.
The proposal is made by the Trustees for your approval.

3. Proposal on amendment to Honoraria for 2018
The Trustees are proposing an amendment to the Honoraria and
expenses policy and the full draft of the proposal is available on the
Charity WBKA website. I have attached here the principle Honoraria, for
member’s approval
Hon Secretary: 150.00
Hon. Treasurer: £150.00
Membership secretary: £40.00
Accounts coordinator: £100.00
Gift aid coordinator: £40.00
Warwickshire Beekeeper magazine editor: £100.00
IT support/ website officer: £100.00.
Mike Blanco
Hon. Secretary,
Warwickshire Beekeepers Association
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WBKA Officers
Current WBKA Officers, with vacancies and nominations/ proposals (if any) to be
proposed at the AGM 28 March 2018

Encumbent

Nominated

Comment

President

Peter Spencer

Peter Spencer

year 2 of 5

President Elect

vacant

Chairman

Celia Davis

David Blower

Past Chairman

vacant

Celia Davis

Chairman Elect

David Blower

Hon Secretary

Mike Blanco

Mike Blanco

Hon Treasurer
BBKA Delegate

Janet Willetts
Douglas
Nethercleft

Janet Willetts
Douglas
Nethercleft

BDI Delegate

Julian Routh

Julian Routh

Douglas
National Honey Nethercleft,
Show Delegates Bernard Diaper,
Membership
Secretary
Bernard Brown

Douglas
Nethercleft,
Bernard Diaper,

Gift Aid Officer
Spray Liason
Officer
Warwickshire
Beekeeper
Editor
IT/Website
Support
Examinations
Officer
Honey Show
Secretary

Peter Spencer

Peter Spencer

Peter Spencer

Peter Spencer

Julia Barclay

Julia Barclay

Pete Barclay

Pete Barclay

Gill Grimshaw
Douglas
Nethercleft

Gill Grimshaw

Bernard Brown

vacant

County Lectures Douglas
Organiser
Nethercleft

vacant
10
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Bailey Comb Change
risk contaminating the honey with the
syrup.

The previous article discussed the
“Disease Bailey Comb Change” as a
means of getting weak colonies onto
fresh comb. The Bailey Comb Change
can also be used with strong colonies to
create a full brood box of freshly drawn
comb.

Leave the colony for five or six days. In
this time, bees should move into the
new brood box and start drawing out the
comb. The queen will move upwards
and onto the new comb and start laying
her eggs.

To start you will need:
 Some tape or sponge to block the
hive entrance.
 A clean brood box with 11 frames of
fresh foundation and a dummy board
(I am assuming a national hive).
 A clean queen excluder.
 An eke with a small entrance cut in
it.
 A clean crown board.
 A gallon or two of weak syrup/
ambrosia in a contact feeder.
 An empty super to use as a large
eke.

5. Open up the colony and check in
the new brood box for signs of eggs and
even young larva. If there are none put
the hive back together and return in
another couple of days. Make sure the
feeder has plenty syrup.
6. With eggs (and larvae) in the new
brood box we can continue the
manipulation.
7. Find the queen and, if she is in the
bottom brood box, place her onto one of
the newly drawn frames in the top brood
box near the eggs.
8. Place a queen excluder on top of the
bottom brood box.
9.
Place the small eke, with the
entrance cut in it onto the queen
excluder. The entrance facing the same
direction as the original entrance.
10. On top of this place the new brood
box, with the queen in it, then the crown
board, a full feeder and roof.
11. FINALLY, block up the old entrance
to the colony.

During this manipulation, you want to
encourage the bees to draw the new
comb out as quickly as possible.
Unless there is a very strong nectar
flow, the most reliable way of doing that
is by feeding the bees copious amounts
of syrup. That requires any supers to
be removed from the colony for the
duration of the manipulation.
The procedure is very straightforward
and is carried out over about 4 weeks.
For simplicity, I will split the process up
into three separate chunks;

We have now trapped the queen in the
new brood box. The bees will continue
to draw out the foundation, as long as
we keep the feeder filled with syrup.
The entrance has been moved upwards
so the flying bees will exit and arrive
into the new brood box, encouraging
any stores/pollen to be placed in the
new brood box.

1. Open up the hive, remove the crown
board, supers and Queen excluder.
2. Place the new brood box, with the
fresh foundation above the old brood
box. Replace the crown board.
3. Place the feeder with a gallon of
syrup on the crown board together with
the empty super as an eke, and replace
the roof.
4. Note that we have not replaced any
supers onto the hive – to do so would

Nurse bees will remain in the bottom
brood box looking after the brood there
and, over the next three weeks as the
brood emerges, will migrate upwards.
Prior to the end of the three weeks, the
bees will have drawn out all the comb.
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At this stage, the feeder can be removed and in its place a queen excluder and
supers added. We now have the new brood box sandwiched with queen excluder
top and bottom.
After three weeks, all the bees should have emerged from the bottom brood box and
all the comb in the top box should be nicely drawn out.
12. Open up the colony and remove the bottom (old) brood box, the queen excluder
and the small eke which are above it.
13. Remove the floor and replace with a clean one, the entrance still pointing in the
same direction.
14. Place the new brood box onto the clean floor.
15. Shake any bees still in the bottom (old) brood box back into the new brood box.
16. Replace the crown board, queen excluder, supers and roof.
The colony has now been moved onto a brood box full of freshly drawn comb.
The Clean up:
This is the bit that beekeepers do not like – cleaning up!! Scrape the wax and
propolis off the old brood box, queen excluder and old floor and scorch (wood and
metal items) or wash in a bleach solution. Take the frames from the old brood box
and make a judgement on those which are still serviceable and those that need
melting down and boiling. The serviceable frames are very useful as emergency
stores or when making up nucs. In making this judgement call please remember that
the objective of this was to take old combs out of the system – not recycle them.

Dave Bonner
Master Beekeeper
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LIVING WITH A REAL LOG HIVE
One morning in February some years
ago, I received a telephone call; “Would
you like some bees?” I replied “No.”
The caller then went on to ask if I would
like some wood for the boiler, to which I
replied “Yes.” He then explained that
he was a tree surgeon, was taking
down an ash tree and had disturbed a
feral colony and that they were now
flying from the chainsaw cut. I agreed
to go over, see what the problem was,
and try to help him out.

I stopped off at home to unload my
‘free’ boiler fuel then carried on to the
apiary, taking the bees on a bumpy ride
across the field. I then rolled the log off
the trailer, and manhandled it end over
end to put it in position, took out the
entrance sponge and left it for a few
days for the bees to settle down.

Upon arrival at the site, I could see that
there was a large ash tree and near the
top, bees were flying out of the slit
made by the chain saw. As the weather
was quite cold I waited for all the bees
to return to the ‘nest’ and then stuffed
the slit up with sponge, pushing it in
tightly with the hive tool and also closed
the entrance to the nest, which
appeared to be a small hole in the tree.
It is amazing how small an entrance the
bees of a feral colony require.
The next task was the ‘bull in the china
shop’ part of the operation; with the
bees safely locked into their home, the
trunk would be cut through and fall to
the ground. In order to make it fall in
the required direction a line was
attached to the part of the trunk to be
cut, the other end was attached to my
Land Rover, which was then reversed
away to put tension on the line, and the
cut made. A few minutes with the chain
saw and the log crashed to the ground.
What the bees thought to this I do not
know, but I guess they would not like it
however, it got the job done.

Log in position showing chainsaw cut
entrance

Now comes the really technical
operation; the log was too tall, so I
decided to slice it off about 4 feet above
the saw cut entrance, which I had
already blocked up. (For the benefit of
the younger beekeepers who were not
brought up using slide rules, log tables
and imperial units, 4 feet is about 1.2
meters). Having had experience of
using a petrol two-stroke trimmer
around hives, I knew the bees would
not like it, but needs must, so I went
along with the operation. I sliced off the
top of the log at the said height and
encountered the first problem; I had cut

All that was left to do was put the log,
which was too heavy to carry, in my
trailer. This was achieved by rolling it
end over end and finally manhandling it
in. I could actually hear the bees at this
point and wondered what they would
think about a ten mile trip being jolted
about on the way to my apiary.
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through the top of the nest.
(See photo on the front cover)

the problem of the bees flying back to
the log. This is where I encountered the
major problem; The hive tool was
inserted between the floor and the
brood chamber to break the seal and I
planned to lift the brood chamber off,
place it on a spare floor with the
entrance closed and take it home. The
brood chamber was extremely heavy!
Taking off the crown board I looked in,
and found that the brood and eggs had
hatched, but the bees had filled the ten
frames up with honey, most of it
capped. I abandoned the idea of taking
it home, returned the crown board and
roof and left it until the end of the
season, when I put in a clearer board
and extracted the honey, over 50
pounds!

It is amazing how bees will adapt
themselves to the space available and
they seem to have been quite happy in
a tall thin home. I will leave it to the
imagination of the reader to visualise
the situation! I had to cover the top of
the log to keep the bees in and keep out
the weather, so having to think what I
could use, a quick look round, and
realised that Land Rovers, being proper
off road vehicles, have in them rubber
mats instead of plush carpets. I took out
the rubber mat from the passenger side,
grabbed a hammer and a handful of
nails, (useful things to have in the bee
shed) and nailed the rubber mat over
the log to form a roof, then beat a hasty
retreat, after unblocking the saw cut
entrance
The next task was to work out how to
get the bees from the log into a proper
hive. I waited until the weather was
better in late April to put into practice my
method for removing the bees. Firstly, I
made up a Langstroth wooden floor and
cut a six inch square opening into it.
This was nailed onto the top of the log.
On top of this went a brood chamber full
of drawn comb and in the centre of the
brood chamber was placed a frame of
eggs and a frame of sealed brood.
I then put on a crown board and a roof.
Knowing that the bees would not
abandon brood, I was expecting the
nurse bees to enter the brood chamber
with the queen following. I would leave
the colony like this for 28 days, after
which I could lift off the brood chamber
complete with queen, bees and fresh
brood and make a new colony. I must
say at this point that the bees, despite
all the banging and upheaval were very
calm to handle.

Wild comb built up to queen excluder,
also showing adapted floor.

The following year I gave up the idea of
removing the bees, and put a queen
excluder over the adapted floor and just
placed supers on it. I did this for the
next five years and every year had a
bumper crop of honey from my log hive!
After five years the log started to
deteriorate, bark started dropping off
and splits appeared in the wood, and in
the late summer wasps became
troublesome in gaining access to the
hive via the splits. I do not think the
bees could keep up with propolis
sealant for the numerous splits; and
despite wasp traps, they eventually
cleared the lot out, (not however, before
I had taken off the year’s honey crop).

When the 28 days were over, I prepared
a hive stand in my garden and in the
late evening went out to collect my new
colony. The idea was that they would
spend a month in the garden before
returning to the apiary, this would avoid
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There a few conclusions to be drawn from this exercise in that bees when left to their
own devices can manage themselves very well.
1
2

3

4

5

The bees were never treated for varroa or disease and I did not see any signs of
stress or varroa. They were quite happy living their life undisturbed. I did
however, put on a feeder after I had taken the honey off.
Wax moth was quite prolific, both large and small but the bees seemed to
tolerate them. My theory is that the wax moth lavae were eating up the old comb,
forcing the bees to continuously build new comb, thereby always having disease
free comb.
The bees always looked strong and were flying well and I never saw them
swarm, they probably did, but they always had plenty of room with the supers
piled on top of the log, so perhaps they superseded instead of swarming, who
knows?
I am not advocating leave alone beekeeping, but I sometimes wonder if we push
too many obnoxious chemicals into our hives to the detriment of the bees. I do
however, advocate putting new foundation in brood boxes annually, this I find
stimulates the bees into working harder.
Finally, a question for all. Why do bees prefer as a home a rough old tree trunk,
rather than a lovely purpose made brood box of cabinet-made quality?

Maurice West

Invitation from Stratford Beekeepers
Friday 2nd March 2018 at 7.30pm
Luddington Village Hall, CV37 9SD

Sustainable Beekeeping
Jo Widdicombe

We would like to extend an invitation to all Warwickshire Beekeepers

Jo Widdicombe is a bee farmer currently running 150 hives in Cornwall, is President
of BIBBA and author of “The Principles of Bee Improvement”. He also appeared on
BBC Countryfile when the program visited the Mount Edgcumbe Black Bee Reserve.
In his Presentation titled “Sustainable Bee Improvement” Jo will explain how a
sustainable system of bee improvement can be set up. By refraining from imports
and by focussing on near-native bees a local strain can be developed and
maintained allowing the quality of bees in the area to be steadily improved. This
system avoids the increasing hybridisation of our bee population which makes
sustainable improvement in the quality of our bees so difficult. The aim is to produce
a hardy population of productive bees with minimal bio-security risk, that is, less
chance of introducing exotic pests and diseases.
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Honey Alchemy
Honey & Banana Breakfast Bread

Processor method;
 Place all the wet ingredients and
sugar in the processor and blitz for
10 secs, scrape down and blitz
again.
 Add the dry ingredients and pulse
until just combined

Need:
75g butter, softened
50g caster sugar
1 large egg, beaten
225g wholemeal flour
2tsp baking powder
3 medium ripe bananas, mashed
(250g)
60g clear honey

Spoon into the prepared tin, level and
bake for 45-60 minutes or until firm to
touch and a skewer comes out clean, it
won’t rise a lot.
Allow to cool in the tin for 10 minutes
before removing from the tin and
cooling on a rack.

Do:

Preheat the oven to gas 4, 180oC, fan
160oC. Grease and line a 1kg loaf tin.

Serve, thickly sliced with butter and
more honey.

Manual method:
 Beat the butter and sugar together
until pale and fluffy, gradually beat in
the egg.
 Mix the flour and baking powder
together and fold into the butter
mixture. Stir in the bananas and
honey

Freezes well especially in slices - can
be toasted from frozen, also delicious
dipped in beaten egg and fried in butter
and served with yet more honey…great
any time of day
Enjoy!

Mandy Cadge
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Caveat Emptor
Be aware that Warwickshire Beekeepers Association is not responsible for any
goods or services advertised in Warwickshire Beekeeper or on the website. Anyone
purchasing bees or nuclei should satisfy themselves that they are disease free and
that they are aware of the provenance of any queens.
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WBKA WHO’S WHO
Peter Spencer

President

Celia Davis

Chairman
01676 533252
chairman@warwickshirebeekeepers.org.uk

01926 856204

Mike Blanco

Secretary
01527 591855
secretary@warwickshirebeekeepers.org.uk

Jan Willetts

Treasurer
0121 249 1965
treasurer@warwickshirebeekeepers.org.uk

Gill Grimshaw

Examination Secretary 01926 497440
wbkaexams@gillgrimshaw.com

Julia Barclay

WB Editor
02476 411275
wbeditor@warwickshirebeekeepers.org.uk
Copy to julia@barclaysworld.com

Peter Barclay

Web Master
webmaster@warwickshirebeekeepers.org.uk

Branch Secretaries
Birmingham

07708 031926

bdbka.sec@aol.co.uk

Coventry

02476 411275

cbka.secretary@hotmail.co.uk

Nuneaton

01827 880689

Rugby

01788 833877

Shipston

07837 744791

Solihull

0121 704 1731

Sutton Coldfield

0121 354 3322

Warwick & Leamington

01926 632388

Bee Inspectors

scj.scj@btinternet.com

BDI Representatives

SEASONAL BEE INSPECTORS
(April to September only)
Dave Bonner
07775 119434
Keren Green
07901 517779

WBKA Representative
Julian Routh
0121 354 5956
Director & Claims Manager
Bernard Diaper
07711 456932

REGIONAL BEE INSPECTOR
Colin Pavey
07775 119471

COPY DATE FOR APRIL ISSUE OF WB: 18/03/2018
Items appearing in WB are not necessarily the view of
either the editor or Warwickshire Beekeepers Association
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